Corporate Surveillance- Telecom & Connected Product Provider Conflict (Un-edited)
By Rex M. Lee
MoneyMasters is about inspiring financial finesses and one of the ways to do this is to become aware of
our spending and to learn to make better choices knowing whether that spending is an asset or liability
(does the benefit outweigh the expense).
To protect our assets we need to become better stewards with protecting our assets and the number one
asset we should start with is ourselves (our families) and our identity plus our personal and professional
information.
Our goal is to make you aware of some of the dangers that exist with the devices and services we buy
every day that exist and to provide you, the public the knowledge and resources to be better prepared to
ask more educated questions and deal with these problems.
Every day, we as consumers invest a lot of money in our app driven connected smartphones and
telecommunication services. Just what exactly are we getting back in our investment? Is our investment
paying us or are we giving more to them? Are we being exploited at the expense of our privacy by
companies such as AT&T, Sprint, Verizon, and T-Mobile who sell use connected products and services?
We trust that telecom related connected products and services are there for our best interest, that we
can use them to call someone for an emergency or simply get our job done allowing us the freedom to
roam and work.
However, due to nontransparent surveillance and data acquisition business practices employed by
connected product providers such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft plus their respected partners, are we
being monitored, tracked, and data mined for nefarious reasons?
We have a false sense of security believing that the FCC and FTC is ensuring our safety in the telecom
industry. For years we could rely on the FCC and FTC to regulate the carriers so that our phones were safe
to use.
I trust government institutions have our best interests at heart so I have sent a list of critical questions to
the FTC to address. Hopefully the FTC will cooperate and give us insight on what is being done to protect
U.S. citizens, children, businesses, and government entities from predatory connected product developers
who seek to exploit telecom subscribers (“paying customers”) and authorized devices users (spouse,
children, employee, etc.) at the expense of privacy.
I will be publishing the FTC’s response in future articles. We are very pleased that they have accepted our
questions and concerns. We look forward to their response. I will be polling the FCC next. It is important
that we understand what our government is doing to protect us from predatory, unfair business practices,
and deceptive trade practices.
My research has unveiled that with the industry trend changes and growths so has the enforcement for
our safe uses of phones.
There is so much involved with this new evolution that we have decided to write a mini-series of this
problem and we hope that it will open the door for you to engage in conversation with us and ask us
questions. Please feel free to send questions to Rex M. Lee at: RLee@MySmartPrivacy.com
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History:
There is a conflict of interest that exists today in regards to multinational companies that develop
intrusive and predatory installed (“pre-installed/install-by-update”) technology (apps, widgets, etc.) for
connected products and telecommunication providers who sell and support app driven connected
products such as smartphones.
Many intrusive and predatory application developers compete in many industries worldwide yet the
telecom providers, the FCC, and the FTC have inadvertently enabled these predatory application
developers to collect and use surveillance and sensitive user data acquired from telecommunication
subscribers whom use their connected products and service for professional purposes.
Companies such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft compete in many industries worldwide. The fact these
companies can use a predatory OS and installed apps to collect and exploit surveillance and sensitive user
data from telecom subscribers is a conflict of interest.
Many businesses and users that subscriber to telecom services provided by companies such as AT&T, TMobile, Verizon, and Sprint work and compete in industries where companies such as Google, Apple, and
Microsoft have a business interest.
This means that millions of businesses and professionals may inadvertently be exposing confidential
business information to existing or potential business competitors due to the proliferation of intrusive
app driven connected technology.
Below is a list of acquisitions and mergers completed by Google, Apple, and Microsoft depicting the
number of industries these companies compete in worldwide:
Alphabet (Google): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Alphabet
Apple: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Apple
Microsoft: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Microsoft
All of these companies share or sell data with their business partners (installed & 3rd-party app developers)
that include companies such as; BAIDU (Chinese Search Engine), Computer Science Corporation,
Facebook, Twitter, Dropbox, LinkedIn (Microsoft), Vimeo, Flickr, Motorola, Samsung, AT&T, T-Mobile,
Sprint, and Verizon plus many other companies and entities from around the world.
From my experience, I do not believe the FTC, FCC, and telecom executives fully understand how much
surveillance and sensitive user data is being acquired from telecom subscribers and authorized devices
users by multinational connected product manufactures and installed & 3rd-party technology developers.
I hope that this series of articles help all parties concerned understand the numerous privacy concerns,
consumer and child exploitation concerns, cyber security threats, and unfair business and deceptive trade
practices that are associated with intrusive installed and 3rd-party apps that support connected products
and services.
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The problem is enormous. Don't take my word for it, T-Mobile admits to it per a formal FCC privacy
complaint I filed in July of 2015 against T-Mobile naming Google, Samsung plus all associated installed
technology developers.
“We, too, remember a time before smartphones when it was reasonable to conclude that when you
activated service with T-Mobile that only T-Mobile would have access to our personal
information. However, with the Samsung Galaxy Note, the iPhone, and many other devices, there are
indeed a variety of parties that may collect and use information.” — T-Mobile Privacy Team (November
6th, 2015/FCC Consumer Complaint #423849/filed by Rex M. Lee Public Record).
Our business leaders and government officials around the world know that this problem exist and it is
time that we the consumer need to ask them to question all of our carriers in regards to the entities that
make up a "Variety of Parties" T-Mobile is referring to plus how the Variety of Parties use, share, sell,
purchase, and aggregate surveillance data and sensitive user data cultivated from telecom subscribers via
their cellular phones.
It is still unknown if telecom subscribers are paying for harmful telecom related connected products and
services that could inadvertently bring harm to the device user (subscriber, spouse, child, business, govt.
entity, etc.). We will be exploring this crucial questions in upcoming articles.
We hope the FTC will help us answer this question. Paying telecom subscribers need to know if they are
in fact paying for harmful telecom products and services supported by protected (due process/4th
amendment) telecom infrastructure (wire-line/wireless) governed by the FCC.
Unethical Surveillance and Data Acquisition Business Practices - Installed 3rd-party Intrusive and
Predatory Application Developers
There are numerous installed and 3rd-party application developers that compete in many industries
worldwide such as Google plus other companies as noted in this article. The fact that companies are
permitted to use a predatory operating system (“OS”) such as the ones’ installed on smartphones, tablets,
and other connected products that we all purchase from the carriers coupled with intrusive and predatory
installed apps to collect surveillance and sensitive user data from telecom subscribers should be
considered an unethical act against our privacy rights and a conflict of interest.
My research suggest that surveillance and sensitive user data is being collected by unfair business and
deceptive trade practices since installed app permissions and app product warnings are not published in
product and services terms of use (T&Cs, privacy policies, EULAs).
Figure 1- Example of Hidden Installed Android Application Permission Statements that Bind the Product
User to the Published Terms of Use.
The examples below and/or other variations are hidden in billions of connected products (smartphones,
tablets, vehicles, TVs, etc.) that are supported by predatory operating systems such as android OS, Apple
iOS, and Microsoft Windows 10.
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I can only describe these OSs as predatory since the OS developers use questionable business practices
such as hidden legalese plus exploitive terms of use to enable the collection of surveillance and sensitive
user data.
As I see it, the connected product user is forced into participation instead of being able to freely opt in
our out of any exploitive surveillance and data mining business practices. Don’t take my word for it, read
the hidden android app permissions yourself. For more information go to: www.MySmartPrivacy.com

Many businesses and professional users purchase intrusive connected products and subscribe to telecom
services from telecom providers that sell intrusive connected products that contain hidden installed app
permissions.
The intrusive connected products are developed by connected product providers that have a multiple
business interests in a variety of markets worldwide. Just ask your carrier if they do this?
Tools on the internet and search engines we trust and use every day are developed by companies that
compete in many industries worldwide yet are permitted to cultivate surveillance and sensitive user data
from millions of connected smartphone, PCs, and other connected devices used by you and many
businesses, business professionals, and government entities.
This means that millions of businesses and professionals may be inadvertently exposing confidential
business information to existing or potential business competitors due to the proliferation of intrusive
app driven connected technology within the work place.
All of these companies share or sell data with their business partners which many include companies such
as BAIDU from countries such as China plus any other Installed ("pre-installed/install by update)" content
provider. Again, do not take my word for it. Just review the following hidden installed android interactive
application permission command string (“interactive app permissions”).
Figure 2- Hidden Interactive Application Permission Command String (BAIDU 7 Facebook example.
Developer redacted).
The interactive permission implies that the app developer is enabling BAIDU and Facebook to collect and
use surveillance data (location) and sensitive user data:
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Pending the connected product operating system, 15 or more companies can be responsible for the
development of the pre-installed content.
Pending the pre-installed application permission statements, this means that 15 or more multinational
entities can lawfully collect and use surveillance and sensitive user data cultivated from connected
products such as smartphones, tablets, PCs, vehicles, toys, televisions, wearable tech, climate control
systems, security systems, or any connected product supported by the android OS, Apple iOS, and
Microsoft Windows 10 OS which collectively support nearly all connected products and services today.
Connected product OS and application developers are enabled to develop intrusive and predatory
installed technology such as apps that are programmed with predatory (data mining), surveillance
(location data, physical activity, auto telematics, etc.), control, and intrusive syncing technology.
These predatory OSs and apps support the majority of all connected products that include; a)
Smartphones b) Tablet PCs c) Desk Top PCs d) Lap Top PCs e) TVs f) Wearable Technology f) Home
Assistants g) In-building Climate Control Systems h) In-building Security Systems I) Connected Vehicles j)
Connected Toys k) IoT Products and Services plus Any Connected Product Supported by any of the devices
and operating systems we purchase on the market today. That is all of them.
Forced Participation- No Harden OSs are Available to Purchase at a Retail Level
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Consumers, businesses, and government entities are forced to use these predatory operating systems and
intrusive installed apps due to the fact that manufactures (“OEMs”) of connected products have cut
exclusive deals with the OS and application developers.
As of this date neither None of the online providers or OS providers offer the general public a harden OS
enabling the product user to control 100% of the installed technology while controlling who they want to
share surveillance and sensitive user data with.
Surveillance Data & Sensitive User Data Defined
Personal and Professional Surveillance Data consist of; a) location data b) physical activity (motion data)
c) auto telematics (e.g. a car’s speed) d) health and fitness data g) geofence data h) access to camera
(without user consent) i) access to microphone (without user consent) & j) access to volume control
Surveillance Hidden Installed Microsoft, Apple, and android App Permission Statement Examples:

Apps can track users by GPS, Wi-Fi access points, and even nearfield communication (“NFC”) tags used for
purposes such as electronic pay and/or wallet. NFC tags are beacons (Bluetooth, RFID, etc.) that can
identify a user’s location when a user is within the beacon field of contact even if the user isn’t utilizing
the beacon.
Access to Hardware- Installed android App Permission Statement Examples that Support many Popular
Installed and 3rd-Party Apps:

Geofence data means that third-parties are enabled to time stamp when a product user enters a location
and leaves a location. This is the same technology used for ankle bracelets used to track criminals or
suspected terrorists.
Geofence technology may not seem like a concern until a user realizes they take their connected products
to their health care providers, business appointments, lawyers, their children’s educators, bars, mental
health support groups (cancer, addiction, etc.), and other places the user may want privacy.
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Geofence technology coupled with sensitive user data can identify a person or a child’s medical condition
including mental health.
Geofence technology coupled with sensitive user data can identify details about business activities such
as a sales call or a legal matter involving corporate legal counsel. In other words, information a
professional would not want in the hands of a current or future business competitor especially companies
from countries such as China.
Personal and Professional Sensitive User Data consists of; a) Personal Profile (User ID), Personal Contact
Info (User), SMS Text Messages, Email Attachments, Contacts (User’s address book), Calendar,
Users are unaware that the installed apps enable third-parties to identify the user plus share their
personal profile and personal contact information with “others”.
Personal Profile, Contacts, Email, SMS (Text Messages), & Calendar Installed android App Permission
Statement Examples that Support many Popular Installed & 3rd-Party Apps Developed by a Well-known
OS & App Developer:

Note that some of the app permission statements are recreated but contain the actual app legalese.

General Privacy Concerns, Cyber Security Threats, and Child Privacy Issues
The connected product business model is responsible for numerous privacy concerns, cyber security
threats, and deceptive trade practices that need to be addressed by the Telecom industry and government
officials in all nations that support civil liberties and privacy.
In addition, child privacy and safety needs to be addressed since millions of parents are oblivious when it
comes to the intrusive nature of app driven connected products and services. Parents would be shocked
to know how many multinational entities are monitoring, tracking, and data mining children via app driven
connected products and services.
Parents would be equally shocked to understand that the data lifted from their child's connected products
are being used for profits at the expense of the child's privacy.
Govt. officials and the telecom industry don't seem to care about privacy concerns or child safety because
they enabled companies with predatory business practices to exploit the telecom subscriber ("paying
customer") and U.S. tax payer whether that user is the president of the U.S. or a child under the age of
18.
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It is time business leaders and government officials address this conflict of interest not to mention the
numerous privacy concerns, cyber security threats, deceptive trade practices, and child privacy issues
associated with connected product and services.
The issue of the conflict is not Google, Apple, or Microsoft sole fault. The issues resides with companies
such as AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile, Sprint, Ford, Sony, Samsung, and others whom have chosen to sell access
to their embedded base of customers to companies that employ exploitive surveillance and data
acquisition business practices such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft plus their respective business partners
such as BAIDU and Facebook.
Cyber Security Threats
Due to the connected product business model, app driven smartphones and other technology are not safe
to use in an environment that demands confidentiality governed by industry and federal cyber security
standards, NDAs, and confidentiality laws governed by client attorney privilege, HIPAA, and the handling
of classified information.
According to T-Mobile an app driven connected product user shares their surveillance and sensitive user
data with an unknown variety of parties who are enabled to use the surveillance and sensitive user data
for financial gain at the expense of the device user's privacy.
Anyone using an app driven connected product for official business may be inadvertently in violation of
industry and federal cyber security standards, NDAs, and confidentiality laws.
I have yet to sign an NDA that enables any unauthorized third-party to conduct surveillance on my
business activities while collecting and using surveillance and sensitive user data collected from the use
of a telecommunications device (smartphone) and a PC (smartphone, tablet, lap top, desk top, etc.).
Inclosing, it is time government officials and the Telecommunications industry address the numerous
privacy concerns, cyber security threats, deceptive trade violations, and child safety issues associated with
the connected product business model.
Contact Rex M. Lee at RLee@MySmartPrivacy.com or go to www.MySmartPrivacy.com for more information.
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